Canada 150+ Personal Leaf
Wellbeing and the Arts
Artist Mark Stoddart
Graphic Art
Inspiration
The Canada 150 logo is an evocative symbol and enduring reminder of one of
Canada’s proudest moments. The maple leaf motif is recognized at home and abroad
as distinctively Canadian, and it fosters feelings of pride, unity and celebration.
This unique design is simple enough to be drawn by children, and versatile enough to
be used in a host of applications. The possible uses of the symbol are as unlimited as
the spirit and imagination of the Canadian public.

Artistic Process
Students create visual representations of their personal unique narratives, arranged in
the shape of the iconic maple leaf. The four diamonds at the base represent the four
original provinces that formed Confederation in 1867~Ontario, Quebec, New
Brunswick and Nova Scotia. Additional diamonds extend out from the base to create
nine more point in total representing the 13 provinces and territories.
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Students begin with visage study or portraiture in black charcoal until each student has
replicated their own remarkable likeness. This graphic art piece becomes the top
celebratory gem in their Canada personal leaf. What follows is a series of in depth
personal examinations of who we are as individuals and a collective, what makes us
unique, what we embrace and what drives us. This is our identity and that includes our
diaspora, family, friends and values. The rest of the leaf is made up of our personal
values including our love of home, art, sports, school, peace, harmony and learning.

Learning Outcomes
• Self examination towards self understanding
• Collective understanding of shared values
• Visual interpretation of these understandings
• Graphic art technique in visage imagery
• Creativity in telling a complex personal story in a simple and yet inspiring way

Inquiry + Reflection
•
•
•
•
•

How effective are colour and rhythm in your artwork as the words of your visual
history? How does your artwork convey a sense of personal history?
How have you taken the audience into consideration in your work?
How did creating your visual history influence or develop your personal or cultural
identity?
How do the images or symbols in your artwork connect to larger world issues?
How do the visual arts and media influence the individual and society?
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Materials
Much like the Canada 150 logo, this project is
beautiful in its simplicity. Materials are
limited to white and multi-coloured paper,
charcoal, pastels, a personal sketch book,
tape and pair of scissors.

Exhibit
Each Personal Leaf, when exhibited with the collective, provides for a beautiful art
piece. Visit our website or click below to see two short films on Canada 150+ Personal
Leaf.

Nelson Mandela PS

Galloway PS
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